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QUESTION 1

You have an OSM system that has been configured with the default parameters recommended in the OSM
documentation, but the Task Web client users report that the OSM system is slow. Which three actions would you
take? 

A. Verify the amount of memory being allocated by checking the max memory configuration in the Oracle WebLogic
Server startup script on the workstation where you have deployed OSM. 

B. Check whether the Task Web client user is selecting buttons, menu options, or tasks multiple times when
experiencing lags between requests and responses. 

C. Verify the number of database connections. 

D. Re-install OSM in case the system responds slowly during any operations executed. 

E. For slow Worklist access, check the number of flexible headers configured in the Worklist. 

Correct Answer: ACE 

Reference https://docs.oracle.com/cd/E35413_01/doc.722/e35414/adm_troubleshooting.htm#autoId1 (system appears
slow) 

 

QUESTION 2

You have the following process and subprocess configured in your OSM cartridge. The compensation strategy when a
task needs to be re-evaluated is set to "Undo then Redo" for TaskB and "Redo" for all other tasks. On the other hand,
the compensation strategy when a task is no longer required is set to "Undo" for all tasks. OSM has just completed the
execution of TaskD when a revision is submitted, which causes all tasks to be re-evaluated. Which two tasks will be
executed with the Undo execution mode? 
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A. TaskA 

B. TaskB 

C. TaskC 

D. TaskD 

E. TaskE 

Correct Answer: BD 

 

QUESTION 3

You are commissioned to include a new action in the Task Web client context menu that appears when a user right-
clicks the worklist and that interacts with selected tasks. How would you include this requirement? 

A. by adding the new action to a task in Design Studio 

B. by configuring the oms-config.xml file 

C. by adding the new action to an order in Design Studio 

D. by deploying a custom Java code 

E. by ideating the Task Web client source code 
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Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 4

Which three pieces of advice would you offer a developer who is responsible for configuring the CRM and Middleware
systems that submit revisions to OSM? 

A. Use a unique identifier for each order and the same identifier for its revisions. 

B. Always submit changes to services already provisioned by using revisions. 

C. Have a numeric field that increases its value with every new revision. 

D. Revisions should have a distinct message schema from the original order. 

E. Always use the same interface when submitting either an order or a revision. 

Correct Answer: ABD 

 

QUESTION 5

A communications service provider has a solution modeled inside OSM sealed cartridges, which are part of a composite
solution. What three enhancements can be implemented without unsealing the existing cartridges? 

A. defining new fulfillment providers for new provisioning systems to decompose order items by target system 

B. configuring new fulfillment dependency between two existing products 

C. adding a new orchestration stage to the existing orchestration sequence to decompose order items by region 

D. including new properties to the order item specification, so that the new property can be used during orchestration
plan definition 

E. using the existing granularity orchestration stage and changing the granularity for a billing function, so that products
are billed as soon as they are provisioned. 

Correct Answer: CDE 
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